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Tombs on which the effigy presents an image of the deceased as  a  corpse are
called  trami:  in French, ‘cadavcr  tombs’ in English. The cadaver  tomb  first
appears in  continental  Europe towaxds the end of the fourteenth century, then
in England in the second quarter of the fifteenth century, where it sustains
popularity up to and through the Reformation.1 Corpse effigies, though  never
a  majority taste, were  produced in stone, both in the roundand as incised
slabs, in brass, and in  a  number. of different compositions. Most famous is

the double tomb, where the cadaver effigy lies below  another  effigy in  full
dress, but these are  a  tiny minority of  extant  medieval cadaver tombs.  Other
compositions  place  the corpse or corpses as supplicants to the Virgin or the
Trinity,2 among effigies showing other  members of  their  family in normal
clothing,3 or as kneeling shrouded  figures rising as on Doomsday,4 sometimes
within an Easter Sepulchre.5 The depiction of the body itself varies:  sometimes
the deceased is shown as  a  putrefying corpse or skeleton (never very popular
in England);6 other instances show the corpse at point of death.7 Finally there

' This article draws on my ‘Contexts  of the cadaver  tomb  in fifteenth-century England’,
University of  York, unpubl. PhD  thesis, 1987. Continental  background:  K.R. Cohen, Meta-
morpbtm': qfa  Death  Sjmbal' 771a Trami Tor/1b in the  Late  Middle  Age: and tin  Renaimme, Berkeley
1973.

2  E.g. Sampson Meverell, St John the  Baptist, Tideswell, Derbyshire  (1462), where  a
stone  cadaver  tests  under  a  mensa on which is  mounted a  mercy-seat Trinity engraved  in
brass.

3  E.g. William  Gurney, St John the  Baptist, Stone, Buckinghamshire  (1472), now head-

less, shown shrouded, next  to his wife wearing ordinary dress.

‘  E.g.  Thomas Spryng and family, SS.  Peter  and  Paul, Lavenham, Suffolk (1486).
5  E.g. William and  Elizabeth  Feteplace, St Mary, Childrey, Berks  (1516).
6  E.g.  Richard  and Cecily Howard, St  Michael, Aylsham, Norfolk  (1499). Ralph Ham-

sterlcy, rector  and fellow of  Merton  College, Oxford, in Oddington  church, shrouded  and

crawling with  worms; a  cadaver  effigy, misatttibuted to John  Wakeman:  P.M. King, ‘The
iconography of the  Wakeman cenotaph  in Tewkesbury Abbey’, T[ramac!iom' of the] B[ri:tal
anfl G[laute:tmbim]A[rrbaeolagimfl flat-icy], vol. 103 (1985), pp.  141—48. Irish cadaver tombs,
H.M.  Roe, ‘Cadaver effigial monuments in Ireland’, Transaction: of the 12471150699 oj’Antiquarie:
am/and, vol. 99 (1969), pp.  1—19.

7  E.g. John  Batet, St  Mary’s, Bury St  Edmunds, Suffolk  (1467).
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are those in which the corpse is hardly a  corpse, but an evidently living,
breathing, even  healthy, person posing in a shroud.a All the identified work-
shops producing brasses in London in the  fifteenth-century occasionally
engraved  shrouded  figures, as did  a  number of local workshops,9 and compo-
sitions in  stone  suggest  a  number of one-off commissions.

The  fashion  for corpses on  tombs  was evidently market-led. The broader
social and  political affiliations  of  coten'e groups to which  those  commemorated,
their friends, relations, heirs and assigns belonged has yielded interesting evi—
dence. They were not, as might be expected given the  innovative  iconography,
the  theological radicals  of  their  day. The fashion can be traced within certain
discernible  affiliations, notably associates of the monarch in his capacity as
duke  of Lancaster, but these patterns blur and dissipate as the fashion, like all
fashions, moves socially downwards so  that  from the  14305  onwards  parish
priests  and small town merchants as well as the aristocracy and gentry are
commemorated wearing their  grave-clothes.10 Few of the highest ranksof the
laity, and no monarchs are commemorated by cadaver  tombs, although  Edward
IV’s  will suggests that he planned to be."

One other will survives, however, which  gives  specific  instructions  for
what would be  described  as  a  cadaver tomb.12 The testator is  a  member of
one of the great landed families of the age. The wishes were carried out and
though  the  tomb  does not survive, it provided the starting point for this paper:
the testator is a woman, Isabel Despencer, heiress  to the Despencer and
Abergavenny fortunes, sometime wife of  Richard  Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick,
tutor to Henry VI.  This will, and the  survival  of  Alice Chaucer’s  famous double
tomb  in Ewelme, Oxfordshire, suggest  that  an  exploration  of the role played
by gender in the selection of  a  cadaver memorial seems to be worthy of
attention.

Of the forty-seven identifiable and datable cadaver  tombs  in England
before 1500, nine commemorate clerics, ten lone laymen, eleven lone women,
twelve married couples, and five family groups.13 Taking account  of the fact that
there  were no secular female clergy, and that virtually all tombs commemorating
regular religious were lost at the  Dissolution, the nine clerics ought perhaps

'  E.g.  Elizabeth Mattock, St  Mary’s, Hitchin, Harts  (1485).
9  R. Emmerson, Monumental  brasses: London  design  c.1420—85’, journal  qf the British

Anbaealogital Asmiation, vol. 131 (1978), pp.  50—78, pls vii-xv.
'° P.M. King, ‘The  English  cadaver tomb  in the late  fifteenth  century: some indications

of  a  Lancasurian connecfion’, Die:  Illa:  Death  in the  Middle  Agar,  ed. ].H.M. Taylor, F. Cairns
Publ., 1984, pp.  45—57.

“  Edward IV wished to be buried beneath  a  stone ‘wrought with the  figure  of  Dethe’
in St  George’s  Chapel, Windsor. The effigy was to be  ‘silver  and gilte or at the  lest copre
and  gilt’, but no effigy was complete when he died in 1483, H.M. Calvin, cd., ”9 [it's-toy

of the  King’: Workr, I, He  Middle  Ages, London  1963, pp.  887—88.
‘2 FJ.  Furnivall, ed., 1h ty Ear/I'm“ English  [Vi/[r in II}:  Court qmbale, Landon,  EETS

OS 78  (1882), pp. 116—19.
'3 See  fimher King, thesis.
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to be discounted in an  analysis  by gender, leaving an unremarkable balance
between the sexes. Tombs of all types to  lone  women include Isabel Despencer
and  Alice Chaucer  and are  a  good proportion of the female  total, which
we will returnto shortly. Most  women, however, were wives and, as legal
appendages to  men’s  lives, became appendages on  their  tombs.  An extreme
visual  expression of the  situation  is the double  tomb  of Henry Willoughby,
the  Nottinghamshire  coal-mining magnate, in St  Leonard’s, Wollaton  (1528).
He had fourwives, so that on the upper deck of his  tomb  they are represented
as half-size efflgies neatly fitted on either side of him in stacked pairs.  There
is a single male cadaver effigy below; the deceased wives receive an  honourable
mention, but the  tomb  evidently exists primarily as  a  memorial to their husband.
There are numerous other  tombs  to men with their multiple (though of course
serial) wives. The common practice for widowers was to use the opportunity
of the death of  a  wife to  erect a  tomb  that  showed  them  as  a  couple but
which left his  date  of death blank for completion later. There are several
examples of this, many where the widower never did join his wife in the
grave in  question  but was buried and commemorated elsewhere with  a  later
wife. Among the cadaver  tombs  of  couples, there  are instances of this  kind
where the grave is  that  of the wife alone but the tomb commemorates  both
partners, the wife being the adjunct to her husband in the commemorative
text.

The semiotic of the  corpse  effigy is itself complex and cannot be fully
explored  here.  How any individual  tomb  is read depends on constructing a
complex matrix intersecting the numerous  available articulations  of corporeal
death in contemporary literary and devotional texts, visual  and  plastic arts,
with the  cultural function  of the tomb as an element in funerary practice  and
worship and their underpinning systems of belief." Certainly, with no contracts,
no orders, invoices or  delivery notes, it is  unsafe  to  assume  without direct
evidence that a particular  tomb design represents the choice of the family any
more  than it is the latest  line  from  a  particular  workshop. On the  other  hand,
it is known  that  two of the most  lavish cadaver  tombs, those  of Henry Chichcle
in Canterbury Cathedral  and of  Thomas Beckington  in Wells Cathedral, were
erected many years before  those  they commemorated died as foci of personal
contemplation, and  this  may provide the key to why surviving widowers may
have  chosen  cadaver  memorials for their dead wives.‘5

There are a number of  examples  of female  commemoration  where the
tomb  may be read as  having a devotional  function for a surviving spouse  as
a  potential focusfor pious contemplation. Two surviving examples fromthe
Hertfordshire/Essex border  fall  into this category. The brasscommemorating
John and Joan Leventhorpe in Sawbridgeworth  (fig.  1) was manufactured

'4 P.M. King, ‘The  cadaver  tomb  in England: novel manifestations of an old  idea’,
C/Jtm'b  Monuments, vol.  5 (1990).

‘5 Chichele: E.F. Jacob, Art/Jhixhap Hang Chitbela, London  1967, p. 93; Beckington: L.
Stone, 5:14q” in Britain: 1712 Middle  Ages, Harmondsworth 1955, p. 214.
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Fig. 1. John and Joan Leventhorpe, St Mary the Great, Sawbridgeworth, Herts

(1448?). (9 Pamela King.

some yearsbefore the itathofjohn in 1484. The workshop to which it is

attributed  seems  to have  ceased  trading around 1475, and it has been suggested

thatthe date at which the brass was producedand laid down is more likely

to be at or shortly afterJoan’s death in 1448.16 Leventhorpc was one of a

dynasty of public servants, officials of the duchy of Lancaster, among whom

cadaver  tombs  were relajvely popular.17 The brass showshusband and wife,
shrouded, holding hearts, and bears an inscription in Latin verse:

1“ Emmerson, ‘Mon’Jmettal brisscs’, pp. 56757, 73.

17 King, ‘Indicntions'; VCH H('/'7/br7/.rl71'r~aa, V01.  3, pp. pp. 335—40, HF jacob, T/Je Ezflemlb

CH’IIHD’, 7399-1485, Oxford 1961, p.  602.
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Fig. 2. William and Joyce Robert, St John the Evangelist, Digsweli, Herts (1484).

©  Parnela King.

En iacct hic pulvis putrede vsrrnis ct csca

Est famulus mortjs dum Vita 121m caratista

Hic nil scit mi, habet nec Virtus ind: relucet

Came  luto VLlLus horror terrorfem: orbis

Opprobium  cunctis  as est abiecum piebis

Hic frater asp;ce t6 spira suffrigia prc- me,

(Look! Here lies putrefiedly sinking dust and worm’s titbits:
It is the retainer of death, since now this life is lacking.
Here it knows nothing, has nothing, no Virtue shines 5mm  them.
See horror mere worthless than mud, scary thing, the stinkof L1: globe
Repulsed by all present, (lcjacted of people,
Here, brother, gaze at yourself, breztke prayers for m6.)

This conclusively suggests that the memorial  tojoan  Leventhorpexx'as designed
not only to  commemorate  her, but as  a  memmfa  war! for general use: in particular

for her surviving spouse. This being the case, the memorial inspiring prayers
to assist her through purgatory was always also an  Object  of contemplation
and benefit to the souls of others.

William Robert, having laid down a shroud brassin Stjohn the Evangelist,
Digswefl (now part of \Velwyn Garden City) (fig. 2), ostensibly E0 himself and
his Wife joyce when she died in 1484, was later commemorated in full armour
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on  a  tomb in Little  Braxted, this time flanked by Joyce and her successor.18
The chief function of the brass in Digswell was as a memorial for Joyce, but
could again  have been selected because of its potential function as an  object
of pious contemplation by the  surviving spouse. William Robert came from
obscure  origins, but made his way into circles of influence on the Hartford-
shire/Essex border through his judicious marriage to Joyce, 2  Perynt, a  family
of denized Bretons, close associates of the Leventhorpes and  also  officials
within the Duchy of Lancaster estates system.19

These  two memorials are related through social and political circles to
others which do not depict the husband at  all.  Moving in the same political
circles as the Leventhorpes and Perynts was William Tendring, MP for Malden
in 1478. His wife Tomesine died in  1485  and is buried in the churchof St Peter,
Yoxford, Suffolk}o On the brass she is shown in her shroudalong with groups
of children, some shrouded, some  in ordinary dress, presumably depending
on whether or not they predeceased their mother. In the same part of the
country, in St Dunstan’s, Hunsdon, Hertfordshixe (1495), is the brass to Mar-
garet Shelley, shown alone in her  shroud, contemplating an image of the Virgin
Mary (fig. 3). Her  husband  was  a  London grocer and mercer. with sundry
small landed interests in  Kent  and Hertfordshixe where he was co-feoffee with
John Leventhoxrpe.21 Margaret’s origins are unclear, but as Shelley was not local
to  Hunsdon, it is likely that  she was. In  this  case she  survived  her  husband
by ten years, and there is no memorial to him in Hunsdon. It seems probable,
therefore, that the brass was laid down, possibly by her son, under the pious
trend-setting influence of local families like the Leventhorpes.

Further comparable  examples  can be foundin the unprecedented cluster
of shroudbrasses in St Andrew’s, Hitchin, Herts, all apparently connected to
local minor landed families with London interests, and associated with the
foundation of  a  confratemity called St Mary’s  Guild, in the church. Earliest is
the wornshroud brasscommemorating John and Margery Beel  — on which
only the female effigy survives  — laid down at Margery’s death in  1477.  Her
husband John, who had a London career,22 was licensed to found the guild
with John Wisebeard, of whom  little  is known, who also  laid  down a shroud
brass  there  for his wife Ellen and  himself, on which only his effigy now
survives. Elizabeth  Mattock  (fig. 4), who died in  1485, is commemorated on

'8 Emmerson, Monumental  brasses’, p. 76.
‘9 H.W. Gray, ‘The  Perynts of Hertfordshire’, Hery’ortbbin  Archaeolog,  vol.  1  (1968),

pp.  76—88; R. Somerville, His-toy of the  Ducky of Lancaster,  vol. 1, 1265— 1603, London 1953,
pp. 603, 605.

2° Emmerson, private correspondence; Gray, ‘Pcrynts’, p. 82; Wedgwood, Biographies,

pp.  844—45.

2' Emmerson, private correspondence; H.C.  Andrews,  ‘The Shelley family in Hertford—
shire:  Hunsdon, Temple Chelsin, St Margarcts, etc.’, East He”:  Ambaealogical  Entity Tram-

atliom', vol.  4  (1921—22), pp.  240—55, 242.
7‘2 S.  Thrupp, 7h  Melt/Jan!  Clan of Medieval  London,  Michigan  1962,  p.  229.
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Fig. 3. Margaret Shelley, St Dunfitan, Hunsdon, Herts (1495).  ©  Pamela King.

a  brass on which her husband’s date of deathis left blank, but in his will of

1521 he requests burial next to her.23 He describes himself as ‘late Chamberlayn’
of London, but appears to have held variouscivic offices including trustee of

the city walls and collector of subsidies in the portof London. He was MP

for Plymouth and Plympton in 1491—92, and is described as ‘Of London
fishmongsr, or Hitchin, gent’.24 The family held inherited land in Hitchin,

recorded in the will Of Nicholas’s father, a merchant of the staple of Calais,

operating out of Ipswich and London.25 The  Mattock  case is different from
thosementioned above only because Nicholaselects to be buried with Eliza—
beth in Hitchin despitethe fact that a secondwife, Agnes, is mentioned in
his will. There are in addition, two further shroudbrasses in the same church,

one, undated, to a male member of the  Abbot  family, another simply an

anonymous indent.

2‘ PCC, 16 Maynwaring, Prob. 11/2”, f. 123.

24 Wedgwood, Biograpliz'a, p. 581.

25 PCC, 5 Stokton, Prob. 11/4, f. 40v.
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Fig. 4. Nicholas and Elizabeth Mattock, St Mary, Hitchin, Herts  (1485).

©  Pamela King.

The apparent fashion for using the commémoration of a woman’s death

as the impulse to endow one’s parish church with an affecting object  of

devotion which then doubled as 2. memorial, seems moreover to characterise

some  of the very earliestsecular examples of the choice of the shroud effigy

in England. In 1431, only fouryears after Archbishop Henry Chichele estab-

lished in Canterbury Cathedral the earliest securely datable cadaver tomb,

William Mareys, a Kentish knight, lost his wife, Joan. Sometime thereafter —

and he outlived her by twenty years — he had a small shroud brass laid

down in his parish churchof St James, Sheldwich, showing a  half Effigy of a

woman holding a heart (fig. 5). The accompanying inscriptionasks for

prayers.2(’ Joan Mareys died young; \Wflliam, who was esquire to the body of

Henry V, possibly esquire to Henry Chichele, and an executor of Henry

2“ Emmerson, ‘Monumental brasses’, p. 73; S. Robertson, ‘Sheldwich Church’, Arc/Jueo/o—

gig  Cantiamz, vol. 18 (1889), pp. 288~302.
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Fig. 5. Joan Mareys, St James, Sheldwich, Kent (1431).  ©  Pamela King.

Beaufort’s will, remarried a widow. \X"eever recordsthat  he was commemorated

in Tenham church with thissecond  wife, though no  tomb  now survives.27 In
nearby Gilhhgham, also in 1431, William Mareys’ associate and fellow sheriff

Richard Barnme was also widowed. His wife, Joan Martyn, was :he daughter
of a judge of the  common  pleas. ‘X/henhe made his will in 1452, Richard

Bamme established a Chantry for himself in St George’s, Pudding Lane, in
London, but also ordered that a  stone  be laid over his wife Joan, buried in
St Mary Magdalen, Gillingham,28 He set aside £4 85. 4d. for tnis memorial,
but what the will does not add is that on the stonethere was an effigy showing
Joan in her shroud.29 These instances may not point as forcefully as the
Leventhorpe brass t0 the widower choosing a shroudeffigy for his Wife as an
object  of plouscontemplation. In bothcases there is  a  delay between the first
wife’s deathand the laying down of the tomb, in neither does it appear the
surviving husband intended to be buried in the same tamb, as 11 both cases

it  seems  likely thatthe husband had already remarried when the  tomb  was laid
down.  \What  seems  hkeher in these cases is that the shroud effigy is an affective

27 E. Hasted, The H'm‘ag/ and Hpqgmp/Jim/ fitmay of the Call/15‘} of Kent, 12 vols, 2'1d edn,

Canterbury 1798, vol. 4, pp. 454~55; Mareys’ will: PCC, 18 Stoxton, Prob. 11/4, f. 136v.

28 Hasted, Histag)’, V01.  4, p. 245; PCC, 17 Rous, Prob. 11/1, 133; 2.150 R. Bird, T66

Turbulent London  ofRz't/mm’ 1], London 1943, pp. 67—68, 70, 146—47.

29 Emmerson, ‘Monumental brasses’, p. 73. The brass does not survive, but Mill

Stevenson was apparently in possession of the plate when he published his  Lzlrt  of the
Monumental Baum M [be Brim/J [I/EJ‘, London 1926, rcpr. 1964, p.  231.
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memorial to  a  dead wife, seen in contrast to her later living successor. Her
being dead has come to be her dominant characteristic, as it were, in the eyes
of her  husband, so  that  is how she is represented on her tomb, much in the
manner in which children who  have  predeceased their parents are thought of
and represented.

One furtherexample of a shroudbrass to  a  lone wife confirmsthe range
of possible impulses  involved.  It also demonstrates once more that the circu-
lation  of particular iconographic tastes in identifiable  social  and political circles
influenced the available formsof  commemoration  of women by men. Mary
Druxy’s  brass in All  Saints, Thorndon, Suffolk, is  lost, but has been described

as ‘a portrait of a woman in her winding sheet’.30 Mary Drury died in  1469,
at the age of twenty seven, having been married twice and  having borne her
second  husband  two sonsand five daughters. The effigy was allegedly sur-
rounded by shields of arms, and the inscn'ption read:

these  be the armes of Dame  Catherine  Sewynford [sit] sometyme Duchess
of Lancaster  that  by 8’: William Sewynford had some and heyre 8’: Thomas
Sewynford  knight, father to Dame Catherine, wife to S’: Will’m Dmry knight
the w’h S’r Willia’ and Dame Catherine among other  had  Marie  the wife of
Edward tmstone  esquier  that god  hath  endued with great vertue and
beautye and here is interred  .  .  .

The  further  inscription identifies Mary as a Drury of  Rougham, one of an
extensive  clan of Lancastrian sympathisers, another of whom  married  John
Baret, whose cadaver  tomb  decorated with Lancastrian  mottoes  and devices,

survives intact in St Mary’s, Bury St Edmunds. Mary’s mother was grand-
daughter of Catherine Swynford, mistress and then third wife of John of
Gaunt, motherof the Beauforts.31 Mary Drury’s second husband, who laid
down the memorial, was another  Lancastrian  supporter, and was painted by
Petrus  Christus in Bruges, holding his Lancastrian livery collar, in what is often
taken  as the  first  domestic portrait of an Englishman.32 Grimston was an
associate of William de la Pole, Duke  of Suffolk and third husband to Alice
Chaucer, discussed below, and was involved in the negotiations which brought
Margaret of Anjou to England as Henry VI’s  queen.33

The occasion of the death of a wife allows the  tomb  to become an
expression of  social, political and aesthetic  affiliation, as well as decorous pity,
by her husband.  This  is furtherand strikingly demonstrated by the inscription

3° D.N.].  McCulloch, ed., He  Chomgmp/J} effigflblk, Suffolk  Records Society 19, London
1976, pp. 74—75.

3‘ E.F. Jacob, ed., 171: Regimr afHeny Chit/Jolt, Canterbury and York Society 45, 42, 46,
47, 1937—47, vol. 4, p.  222.

3' Esp. C. Knight Watson, ‘Insu'ucu'ons given by Henry VI to Edward Grimston and
notice  of  a  portrait of Edward Grimston’, Art/Jaeolagia, vol. 40 (1866), p.  467.

33 J. Stevenson, ed., filter:  and  Paper: Illmtmtiue of the War: of ti}: English in  Frame, 2  vols
in  3  pts, RS, 1861—64, vol. 1, pp.  264-73, and references in the Patent and Close Rolls.
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on the brass in Shipton-under-Wychwood, Gloucestershjre, to Elizabeth
Thamc  or Home who died in  1548.  The Thames are  a  complex family, most
of whom are commemorated in St Mary’s, Fairford, Gloucestershire. This
brass, a  palimpsest, shows the recumbent  figure  of  a  woman in her  shroud,
accompanied by the following lines:

This  picture presenteth to your remembrance
The last semblitude of all your  beauty and fame,
Also  it signifyeth the mortal  chance
Of elizabeth, daughter and heir of Thomas  Thame,
Which sometime was the dear and loving wife
Of Edmund Home Esquire, during her life,
Whose mortal body now consumed to dust,
Was laid here in grave as by nature  ded it  must,
In the year of Christ’s incarnation
A  thousand five hundredforty and  eight,
The fifteenth of August. Her virtuous inclination
Brought  her to the place of eternal light.“

Even when a woman outlives her husband and is an heiress in her own  right,

buried amongst her paternal forebears, the apparent autonomy this indicates
is conditional uponher roles as daughter and wife. The case for any tomb  as
an example of  autonomous  female choice is  hard  to establish; to  construct
the  aesthetic  influences which might suggest  such  a choice is harder  still.  It
involves constructing biography, and it is virtually impossible to write meaning-
ful biographies of medieval women below the rank of queen. Even if a woman
survived to enjoy the reversion of her dower, she had no place in affairs of
state, no military reputation, nothing of which the formal details of public life
are conventionally constructed. Yet it would be misleading to extrapolate  a
woman’s life history purely fromthat  of her publicly-involved husband. Indeed
the  more  is  known  of the  husband  in the period in question, the less he and
his wife’s paths would have crossed. Prominent English aristocrats in the
fifteenth century spent  a  large proportion of their. time away fromtheir  estates,
engaged in  fighting against or treating with the French, or simply following
the court.  Their  womenfolk appear to have occupied a discrete social world,
focused upontheir county land-holdings. Our second question is, therefore,
why at least two of the handful of really powerful Englishwomen of the
fifteenth century shunned  the provision made in the wills of their  dead hus-
bands for them to join them in death in order to be commemorated amongst
their own forebears  under  images which depicted them as corpses.

Alice  Chaucer’s  tomb  in Ewelme  (figs 6  and 7) contributes to the picture
of a fashion for cadavers passing within particular social circles. Her father,

3‘ Stevenson, Lirt, p.  420; the reverse is the  confirmation  of  a  grant, 1494, connected

with the guild of St Mary, Aylesbury.  The verse: P.M. King, ‘Eight  English  Memento  mon'
epitaphs from  cadaver  tombs’, Note: andguefiu, vol. 28:  6  (1981), pp.  494—96.
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Fig. 6. Alice Chaucer, St Mary, Ewelme, Oxfordshire (1475).(C Pamela King.

Thomas Chaucer, was, with Thomas Surynford, keeper of Kchard H at Pontc—
fract Castle, and her longest—living husband, \William dc :2 Pole, was also a

partisanof the Lamastrian cause. T116  tomb  shows that the ccmmenmration
of a powerful hCiXIESS might involve returning her to the bufal—piacc of her

paternal forebears, in this instancein a dizectsnub to the wishes exprzssedin

the wills of he: seconj‘ and third husaandswno bothmade provisionfor her

to be buried beside them. The tomb’s positonmg in the chap-31 within the

complex of church, Ecsooland, almshouses at Ewelme, and the herazdry on the

tomb, attes:  strongly to the dowagcr :Tuchass’s personal, familial and political
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autonomy: Alice is presented as  a  Chaucer, first  and last, celebrating her own
blood line, with its connections to the early Lancasttian throne.35

Alice  was the only child of Thomas Chaucer, the  poet’s  only son, and his
Wife  Maud  Burghersh. She was first married to Sir John Philip, who died from
dysentery at Harfleur before she was eleven years old. Her second marriage,
in  1424  when she was twenty, was to  Thomas  Montacute, Earl of Salisbury.
He was  shot  dead  at the siege of Orleans.  A  couple of years later she married
William de la Pole, Earl, then  Duke, of Suffolk, bearing her only child by him
in  14-42, comparatively late  in life. The story of the rise and fall of his political
career is well  known, as is the story of his murder at sea in 1450. His widow,
however, with her son married to the sister of Edward IV, an alliance she
negotiated, survived the change of dynasty with he: amassed fortunes intact,
and survived her third husband by twenty- five years.

None of the tombs of Alice  Chaucer’s  husbands survives.  Montacute’s
will, however, has along penitential  preamble  constructed  from topoi concern-
ing the passing of earthly glory and the vilification of the flesh. We  also
know something of his literary tastes, as he commissioned Lydgate to translate
Deguflleville’s  Pélen'nage de la vie bumaine, which deals prominently with  the same
topoi. William de la Pole was also  a patronof the arts and  a  poet. He was
custodian of Charles d’Orléans during the  latter’s  years of genteel incarceration
in England, and evidently engaged with him in writing exchanges  in French
and English  verse.  As her husband accrued honoursfrom his  position  in Henry
VI’s court circle, as chief negotiator in the  king’s  marriage to Margaret of
Anjou, finally becoming chief steward of the duchy of Lancaster northof the
Trent, Alice  brought the Montacute dower, then her substantial  Chaucer  and
Burghersh inheritance, to the marriage. By the time she was widowed for. the
third time, she was beyond child-bearing and had a claim on considerable
wealth in her own right. She held lands in Southampton, Devon, Norfolk,
Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Bedfordshire, Suffolk, Berkshire  and  Buckinghamshixe,
and was in  a  position to  lend  the Crowna  substantial portion of the funds
required to send an army to Gascony. William de la Pole named her as his
sole executor in the brief and pious will in which he also requested burial for
them both in Hull Charterhouse.

Alice Chaucer’s  elaborate  tomb  is Spangled with  sixteen  shields which
trace her  connections  with many of  England’s  great houses and notably the
Lancastrian throne, through  Geoffrey Chaucer’s and John of  Gaunt’s marriages

’5 J. Goodall, God’s Home  at  Ewe/m, Aldershot  2001;  EA. Greening Lamboum, ”The
armson the Chaucer  tomb  at  Ewelme’, Oxaniemia,  vol. 5 (1940), pp.  78—93; M.D.  Rudd,
Harm:  Chaucer, Minneapolis 1926, 2mi edn, 1972;CP, vol. 12, p.  447;  M.  Anderson, ‘Alice

Chaucer and he: husbands’, Publicalion: of the Modern  Language Association of America, vol. 60
(1945), pp.  24—47; A.S Harvey, The De la  Pole  Family qf [Gngmn  19ml  Hull, York1957.
Thomas Montacute’s  will: Jacob, Regine!“ 0f Cbitbele, vol. 2, p.  390;  William de la  Pole’s will:

Register  of Archbishop Stafford, York, Borthwick Institute of Historical  Research, f.  189v

(microfilm).
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Fig. 7. Alice Chaucer, St Mary, Ewehne, Oxfordshire (1475), detail of lower

effigy.  ©  Pamela King.

to the  Roet  sisters, and  thence  the family’s enduring supportfor Cardinal

Beaufort, Thomas Chaucer’s legitimised first cousin. Below the shields, Alice
Chaucer’s upper effigy shows her in  a  plain gown, wearing a coroneton her

head and the order of the Garter on her left arm. Above her head is an
elaborate canopy, under which four angels supportthe cushionon which she

rests.  Beneath there is a very different image of the deceased as a naked,
pathetically emaciated and shrivelled old woman, arching out of her shroud,

contemplating the paintings of Mary Magdalen, john the Baptistand the
Annunciation on the ceiling above. This is the earliest surviving three—
dimensional carving of a female corpsein England.

Alice Chaucer was lucky, perhaps Clever. She contrived to marry fortune
and power while avoiding the attendant risksof excessive child—bearing. By
the end of her life, she was in the positionof autonomy which her tomb
asserts, an autonomy which ignores her role as a wife, but connects her instead
to her father’s family. Botheffigies appear to be portraits, or at least to aspire
to realism, while on many brasses showing shrouded husbands and Wives, the

engraver has evidently fashioned the woman by merely reversing the cartoon
of the man and adding little breasts and  some  long hair, freehand. Alice’s  tomb
comes  close to presenting an autonomous female persona. Power is signalled
by shields of arms and by the Garter. This is balanced by piety and penance,
in the choice of the cadaver effigy, but also notably by the choiceof Mary
Magdalen as attendant saint, a  choice interestingly also made by Isabel
Despencer, perhapsoffering hopefor the hereafter to the sexually active lay
woman. The choice of her  tomb  demonstrates the degree to which the aristo—
cratic fifteenth-century dowager was a legally recognised public personin her
own right. This is not to say that  there is conclusive evidence that the choice
was actually made by Alice harself, although the absence of references to any
of her marriages on the  tomb pointsin  that  direction. \We do not know Why
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she chose  a  cadaver tomb, but her personal political and social connections
link  her with many men who made the same choice.

One other, much humbler, memorial reinforces the possibility that some
shroudeffigies may have been an expression of choice based on female social
and political alliances equivalent to those influencing male choice. Alice
Chaucer’s life—long associate, Eleanor Moleyns, was buried in the church of
St Giles, Stoke Pages (whose churchyard was to be celebrated in Thomas
Gray’s  Elm)“ She died at the age of fifty in 1476, just  one year after  Alice.
Thomas Chaucer became Eleanor’s guardian when her  father  was killed at the
siege of Orleans in 1429, and  travelled  to France in  1431  to bring her home
to live in the Chaucer household. The inscription on the brass recorded that
Eleanor died wife to Oliver Manningham, knight, but had formerly been
married to Robert Hungerford. After her marriage to Hungerford at the age
of fourteen, her life had been  linked  to the downward  spiral  of his political
career. When he was taken prisoner in France in 1450, his parents, as well
as arranging a  substantial loan  themselves, determined  that  Eleanor’s entire
inheritance should be mortgaged to pay his ransom.  Eleanor’s  only son had
married the  daughter  of Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland, so  when  the
Yorkists gained the  throne  she was severely disadvantaged. Her husband went
into  exile as warrants were  issued  for his and his mother’s arrest, while Eleanor
was  placed  under surveillance. Robert Hungerford was  captured  and beheaded
after the battle of Hexham in 1464, and their son, Thomas  Hungerford, was

hanged, drawn and quartered in Salisbury in  1469  under charge of high treason.
Oliver Manningham, whom Eleanor married two  months  after her son’s
execution, provided her with a relatively obscure but safe alliance. More than
any other woman in  this  group, Eleanor Moleyns’ history demonstrates the
manner in which  a  well-born woman became  caught  up in partisan allegiances
over which, without the buffer of  a  substantial  autonomous  wealth, she had
no control, and yet how it was possible for  such  a woman to survive and live
out a natural span. The life story is ultimately opaque, and  speculation about
the personal responses of women to  such  apparently extreme circumstances,
therefore, inappropriate. There are no testimonies comparable with those of the
seventeenth-century Margaret Cavendish or Katherine  Philips  to demonstrate  a
woman’s  sense of her. personal  dynastic  role or the consolation of female
friendship. However, Eleanor Moleyns’ modest shroudbrass, commensurate

with he: reduced circumstances, attests strongly to her life-long alliance with her
female neighbour and associate, the more politically fortunate Alice Chaucer.

Alone  of all those commemorated by cadaver  tombs, Isabel Despencer’s
was demonstrably a matter  of personal choice, indicating that  choosing your

3‘ Emmerson, private correspondence; R. Gough, S¢ulthral  Monument:  in  Great Britain,
2  vols in  4  pts, London  1786, vol.  2  (3), p.  207; the brass no longer survives. Eleanor

Moleyns:  Rudd, 17mm:  Cbaurer, pp.  12—13; CP, vol. 9, pp.  42—43, and 6, pp.  619—21; M

Hicks, ‘Picty and lineage in the Wars of the Roses: the Hungerford  experience’, in the
same, Kit/lard III and 111':  Riuak, London  1991, pp. 165—84.
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own  memorial  was not a male prerogative. It is  most  unfortunate, therefore,
that  nothing remains of this once grand  tomb.  Isabel survived two  husbands,
first cousins  both  called Richard Beauchamp, to be buried alone in Tewkesbury
Abbey. Her will describes and orders her effigy:

And my Image to be made all  naked, and no thyng on my hede but myn
here  cast  bakwardys, and of the  gremes  and of the fascyon lyke the mesure
that Thomas Porchalyn hath yn  a lyst, and at my hcde  Mary Mawdelen leyng
my handes a—crosse, And seynt Iohn the Evangelyst on the ryght syde of my
hede; and on the left syde Seynt  Anton, and at my fete a  Skochen  of myn
Armes  depattyd with my lordys, and ii Greffons to here hit  vppe; And all
a-bowt my tumbe, to be made pore men a[n]d wemen In  their:  pore Array,
with their bedys In  their  handes.”

Antiquarian  sources connected with Tewkesbury suggest that her wishes were
carried out, although all that now  survives  is the  inscription  around the top
inner edge of the chantry chapel, asking for prayers for her soul in the conven-
tional manner?

Isabel was bornin 1400, seven months after her father, Thomas Despencer,

was  executed  for his support of Richard II.39 He: first  husband, Richard
Beauchamp, LordBergavenny, spent  most  of  their  short married life  cam-
paigning in France, although she did bear him one daughter, Elizabeth. His
mother, Joan Beauchamp, did, however, become a life-long associate from
whom Isabel eventually inherited the Bergavenny title for herself and very
possibly the choice of Tewkesbury as her place of  burial  and perhaps even
her choice of tomb.

Joan Beauchamp, Lady Bergavenny, was buried in the churchof the Dom-
inican friary in Hereford, but her will  reflects  the desire to combine the decorum
of high estate with an expression of spiritual humility.4o It is also one of the
few of its date written in English:

In the name of the blessed Trynyte Fader sane and Holy gost  the  Xthe  day
of Jnyver the yere of  cure  Lord 21 m1  cccc  xxx  iiij I  Johanna Beauchamp
lady of Bergavenny as  a  make doughter of holy chirche full in the crysten
fayth and belyve, hool in mynde and body blessed be  God, consideryng that
the freel condicion of this wrecched and  unstable  lyef ys full of petals and
the yende and  conclusion  therof ys not  elles  but deth fro whiche no persons
of none  astatc schal escape  and therforpuposyng with the leve of God to
dispose suche goodes as of hys grace he hath lent me in suche use myght

’7 Furnivall, Ear/mt  IVi/lr, pp. 116—17.

’8 HJ.L.J.  Massé, The Abby Clam/J qf Tewkesbuy with  Jame Amount of T he  Privy dumb qf
Deer-bum, GlautexterIIJire, London 1901, p. 49; M.R. James, Abbgu', London 1901, p. 49.

39 CP, vol. 2, p.  427; W.  Dugdale, The  Bamnage  of England, London  1675, p. 397

(Despencer), pp.  239—47  (Beauchamp); K.B. McFarlane, 17M Nobiliy of Later  Medieval  Eng-
land, Oxford  1973, pp. 188—201.

4° Jacob, Regixter of Chic/Jele, vol. 2, pp.  534—39.
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be  most  to his  plesauns  and profitz to my soule and all  otheres  that  I  am
bounden to I have ordeyned and make my testament and last wylle in  this
forme.

She asks for  burial  for her  ‘simple  and wretched body’, but  asks that  it be
kept unburied in the place where she dies until all her funeral arrangements
are made, her household clothed in black and so forth, so that her funeral
may be  done  with ‘worship’ fitting to her estate, ‘whiche  God knowyth wele

proceedeth not of no pompe or veynglory that  I  am set in for my body, but
for  a  memorial and a rememrance of my soule to my kyn, frendes, servauntes

and alle other’. She  then  makes extremely theatrical arrangements for her own

funeral, as well as a series of pious bequests  directed  at  ostentatious  acts  of
charity.  Such  expressions of humility about the body, coupled with an anxiety
that  it nonetheless be disposed of in a manner fitting to the social station of
the deceased, are very muchthe mainstream spiritual vogue of the period. They
are not  a  sign of incipient lollardy; chief amongst  those enforcing ecclesiastical
orthodoxy was Archbishop Thomas  Amndel, and the preamble to his will
echoes similar sentiments and concerns which could be answered in the range
of iconography offered by the cadaver  tomb.

Joan’s nephew, John Fitzalan, Earl of  Arundel, who died in France in

1435  following the amputation of a leg wounded in battle, was buried under
a cadaver  tomb  in the  Fitzalan  Chapel in  Arundel  Castle. His  cadaver  tomb
is the earliest to  a  layman in England and the only one commemorating a  male

aristocrat.41 Someone in his family, and clearly not the deceased in this instance,
selected the  tomb  design. He was survived by a  brother, William, who may
have had a hand in erecting the tomb. He was married to the sister of  Richard
Neville, who was in turn married to Isabel Despencer’s daughter. On the other
hand, the design may have been chosen by other family members, including
his grandmother Joan. She  could, indeed have been the influence behind  both
John Arundel and Isabel Beauchamp’s cadaver tombs.

Male  English aristocrats in the  fifteenth  century did not  live  long lives. If
they survived  misadventure in France, the chances that traditional family allegi—
ances  placed one on the wrong side at home and  subject to  judicial  killing
were  high.  It took longer for a woman to  achieve  social and political promin-
ence, generally by outliving her directmale relations, but many of the women
in  question  were remarkably long lived. Hence Joan  Beauchamp, Isabel

Despencer and for that matter.  Alice  Chaucer, may be treated as approximate

contemporaries, wherever they lie on conventionally expressed genealogical

tree  diagrams, and all were involved  with  men  -  Beauchamps, Amndels, de la
Poles  — who moved in early Lancastrian court circles around the same time.

4‘ M.A. Tierney, 7h  M5109!  and  Antiquitie:  0f the  Town  and  Castle  of Amndel, 2  vols,

London  1834, vol.  ‘1, pp.  277—90, CP, vol. 1, p.  247.  Stevenson, Wan, vol. 2, p.  435.  The

remains were translated from the  church  of the Greyfriars in Beauvais, where he died; the

one-legged  skeleton, over six feet in length, was exhumed in 1857.
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Isabel Despencer was, however, subject to other influences. Her second
husband was Richard  Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, whose  tomb  in St Mary’s
church in Warwick, showing him in  full  armour, is acknowledged the  finest
medieval effigial composition outside Westminster Abbey. When Isabel at
twenty-three married him, he was forty and the foremost lay magnate  in
England. She bore him one  son, Henry. How  much  she was swept up in his
cosmopolitan life is unclear. The  illustrated  version of his  life, written in the
late fifteenth  century, shows her only once, in dramatic circumstances, bound
to the mast in  a  shipwreck which the family survived on their return from
France.42 He, on the other  hand, is noted for the time and energy he spent,
despite affairs of state, on grand domestic  building programmes at Warwick
Castle and  elsewhere  on his estates. He was  also  involved in patronage of the
arts, especially in his role as tutorto Henry VI. His personal secretary was
John Shirley, the most prolific translator and publisher of the age. Beauchamp
also wrote, and his  ‘Balade  to the Lady Isabel’, addressed to his wife, is  a
moderately proficient and deeply conventional poem of courtly love, testifying
to his personal  reading experience in  secular  literature.43 He was alert to conti-
nental aesthetic fashions, and may have  noticed changing fashions in tombs.

It remains as unlikely, however, that the earl and countess spent  time  at
home together as that she trailed aroundEurope as an aristocratic camp-
follower. The household books  that  survive  suggest  that  the  countess’s journeys
abroad were as  much  an exception to the normal  pattern  of events as were
the earl’s periods at home.44 The  most  detailed and illuminating account of
the life of  a  great  magnate’s  wife is in  fact  the household book of  Elizabeth
Berkeley, the earl’s first wife.45 The pattern of the second countess’s life prob-
ably did not vary greatly from that of her predecessor, and may be comparable
with that of all the elite lay women in England in the period.

What  clearly emerges is  that  the earl’s English household was in practice
run by the countess and her bailiffs. Elizabeth Berkeley never left England at
all, but spent her time and her husband’s fortune commuting between their
estates. These  progresses were cumbersome and  ostentatious, involving the
transport of whole retinues of retainers and herds of  cattle, and the making
of overnight courtesy visits  to great houses and abbeys along the way. Elizabeth
Berkeley even had her pet bear led fromplace to place with her, and special

‘2 BL MS  Cotton  Julius E iv, art. 6, ff. 1—26v, ill. in  Viscount  Dillon and WH. St John

Hope, eds, Pageant oft/19 Life  and  Birth ofRicbard  Beautbam Earl  of Wamlick KG  1389—1439,
London  1914, p. 99; A. Sinclair, ed., 77): Boundary:  Pageant, Stamford  [forthcoming].

‘3 BL MS Add. 16165, ff.  245v-246.
4‘ Warwick  County Record Office, the  Beauchamp Household  Book; H.A. Crome and

R.H. Hilton, ‘The  Beauchamp Household  Book’, Unit/mi!) of Birmingham Hixtwicaljoumal,
vol.  2  (1950), pp.  208—18; C.D.  Ross, ‘The  estates and finances of Richard Beauchamp,

Earl  of  Warwick’, Dugdale  Sanity Otmrianal Papm, vol. 12 (1956), pp.  3—22.
‘5 C.D.  Ross, ‘The  household  accounts  of  Elizabeth  Berkeley, Countess of Warwick,

1420—1’, 23624.3", vol.  70 (1951), pp. 81—105.
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arrangements had to be made for its stop-over accommodation. While the
countess was in residence, she had many visitors herself, ranging from trades-
men and local clergy to strolling players and estate officials. Over the years
Elizabeth Berkeley entertained female friends of noble  blood, deans and
bishops, a  Master of  Theology, 21 prioress and several friars, as well as the
goldsmiths and embroiderers who  travelled  from  London  to fulfil her  com-
missions.  A  great  woman’s life may have been more provincial and sheltered
that her husband’s, but she did not need to go to see the world in order to

patronise the arts and develop fashionable  tastes and opinions, as over the
years the world would call on her. She was  a  dispenser of  lavish  hospitality
and a node of conspicuous consumption. Isabel Despencer, unlike her prede-

cessor, did in  addition  travel abroad with her own  retinue  at  least  once. She

went to Paris to spend Christmas with her husband in 1431, then, having

returned with him to Dover, travelled on alone to London by barge. She
visited Worcester Cathedral Priory and Caversham  church  on the  last  leg of
the returnjourney, and was later to remember both in her will.

The possible  influences  which led Isabel Despencer to developing singular
views about the design of her  tomb  are many, and may have little or nothing
to do with her  husband’s  own well-documented  tastes and ambitions. Recent
studies of the  burial  habits of queens suggest  that  where personal  status was
indisputable  and money no  object, women often did observe different criteria

in the selection of a  tomb  and place of burial."6 The very specificity of the
order for the  tomb  in her will does point to its being out of the ordinary. The
image she describes must  have  been  intended  to be mounted on a  conventional
mensa  tomb  slab, with weepers around the  base. The rest of the description
suggests  an affecting point-of—death tableau. Nothing particularly comparable
survives, although  deathbed scenes are common in manuscripts. The  exciting
thing about  Isabel’s  order is, however, that she ascribes  a source, Thomas
Porchalyn’s  ‘list’.  This ‘list’ may be a  souxce, but equally it may refer to  a  set
of instructions which she herself passed to him. The  idea  that he had in his
possession a workshop catalogue is by no means the only or even the  most
obvious explanation of the situation.47

The  ‘Thomas  Porchalyn’ of the will accords with papal records as the
perpetrator of an act of aggression in which he was  involved  in harassing the
Prior and convent of the alien priory of Godchive, Llandaff, in an attempt to
secure  a  grant which was due to Tewkesbury Abbey fromthem as part of the

‘5 K.  Nolan, 'The Queen’s body and  institutional  memory: the  tomb  of Adelaide of

Maurienne’, in  Mama and the  Medieval Tomb, ed. E.  Valdez  del Alamo with  CS.  Pendergast,

Aldershot  2000, pp.  249—55, argues that  the burial tradition of queens was  more  individual-

ised  than  that of their royal  husbands because, freed fromdynastic obligations, a queen

could use her  tomb  to  assert  family ties and institutional patronage.

‘7 Creme and Hilton, ‘Household  Book’, p. 212. It has been  suggested that  Porchalyn

had  a  wax model, but this is in no way supported  by the  Will’s  wording. See O.E.D., ‘list’,

sbu'“.
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endowment of Isabel’s chantry.4a It is altogether likely, however, that he is the
Thomas ‘Portaleyn’ later associated with the circle of  ‘wealthy and pious
tenants’ identified by Anne Sutton  and  Livia Visser-Fuchs  as  living in the close
of St Bartholomew the Great and associated with the  Guild  of All Angels,
Brentford.49 This  being the case, he was a close associate of John Shirley and
one of  a  breed of educated civil  servants, equally at home in command of an
armed band or advising on matters aesthetic and devotional. He appears to
have moved in  a  circle concerned with  book-production, but he is alsoof the
same  class  as several men who are connected with the commissioning of
cadaver  tombs, including Levemhorpe and Robert, the duchy of  Lancaster
officials considered above, although moving in identifiably different circles of
patronage.

If the choice of the cadaver  tomb  by men can be attributed in some degree
to networks of  social  and political  affiliation, it seems inherently likely that  a
woman’s tastes would also be  influenced  by those with whom she  associated.
John Carmi  Paxsons, following CW. Bynum, has pointed out the ‘common-
place of current scholarship that  a  sense  of identity for medieval people was
largely shaped  by belonging to  a  group or groups with identifiable patterns of
behaviour.’50 The groups that women belonged to in this sense no doubt
included  men, and those might well be men of lower rank than their  husbands:
the  county gentry, better-heeled clergy and  estate officials, who  made  up the
circle of acquaintance with Whom  a  fifteenth-century aristocratic woman’s life
was spent at  work  and at leisure. Consequently, an aristocratic English woman
might well reflect the tastes of men of lower social rank than herself, like
Thomas Porchalyn, such  as appears to be the case with the cadaver tomb. She
might also be perceived as belonging to  a  group of women who were those
of her extended family living lives similar to her  own, and might: fall under
the influence of powerfulolder women such as Joan Beauchamp would have
been for Isabel  Beauchamp, or of wealthier and more fortunate friends, such
as Alice Chaucer was for Eleanor Moleyns. Thirdly, as Parsons has pointed
out, well-born  daughters  also had  a  special 'tranqufl’ relationship with their
fathers, for, whereas  a  son competed for patrimony, a  daughter was ‘an oppor-
tunity to extend the influence of the family line’.51 A  daughter  might, therefore,
even after  serial  dynastically advantageous marriages, continue to perceive a
personal identity deriving from the family into which she was born. It is
unsurprising to find  those  women who did  have  the power and autonomy to

‘3 EnIn'u in the Papa/Regtlrters, vol. 9, 1431-47, ed. J.A. Twemlow, London  1913, pp.  241—
44, 518.

‘9 Sutton and  Visser—Fuchs, ‘Cult of angels’, see Bibliography under  1996, esp. pp.  243—
44.  I  am grateful to Livia  Visset-Fuchs  for  drawing my attention to the likelihood  that
‘Porchalyn’ and  'Portaleyn’ are one and the same.

so J.C.  Parsons, ‘Mothezs, daughters, marriage, power:  some Plantagenet evidence, 1150—
1500’, in the  same, ed., Mediwalguemxbg), New York  1993, pp.  63—78, 64.

5' Ibid, p. 69.
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determine the disposition of  their remains  after death choosing singularly
striking tombs, but wishing to  locate  them at the source of their own patn'mony,
as Isabel Beauchamp went  back to the resting place of the Despencets at
Tewkesbury, and Alice Chaucer chose to lie next to her father in Ewelme.

' l
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